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INTRODUCTION

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

In this report, we describe and illustrate our
process regarding the ‘Finances at a Glance’
design case for the elective ‘DEM113 Design
Innovation Strategies’. This design case
originates from the Final Bachelor Project of
Kim Sauvé, who proposed the concept for this
elective. During the elective, the concept of
‘Finances at a Glance’ is formed into a business
plan, by engaging in various strategic activities,
such as expert interviews, trend research,
business paper research, minimum viable
product test and various reflection sessions with
experts during our final presentation and later
with the company Figlo. We distinguish the
development of ‘Finances at a Glance’ in three
different iterations where the business model
canvas was used to maintain an overview of the
activities.

We would like to thank Ad van Berlo and Lin
Lin Chen for the inspirational presentations
and guidance throughout the elective. We
would also like to thank the guest lecturers
Paul Gardien and Rober Jan Galema for
sharing their insight in their expertise areas and
giving us valuable tips that helped us with the
development of Finances at a Glance. Also, we
would like to thank Kim Sauvé for initiating
her project and sharing her concept with us and
the world of personal finance management.
Then we would like to thank Joost Sauvé
(senior investment advisor at Rabobank), Frank
Driessen (European strategy and sales leader for
information lifecycle governance at IBM) and
Peter Dussel (Chief operating officer EMEA
at Figlo) for making the time to educate and
advise us within the field of personal finance
management and finance applications.
Finally, we would like to thank Ton van der
Pluijm for giving us valuable feedback during
our final presentation. And we would like to
thank Figlo and especially Mick Hanswijk for
inviting us to Figlo and giving us valuable and
honest feedback on our concept of which he
showed great interest in.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
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Finances at a Glance’s main goal is to provide
people in debt with a financial tool that
intuitively and seamlessly helps them manage
their personal finances. Finances at a Glance is
foremost a digital application that can be taken
anywhere and consulted at any moments.
It is directed at people who experience a
sudden change in their financial status and
must keep an eye on their expenses and fixed
dates of income. Reaching these people is
accomplished by closely collaborating with the
debt restructuring agencies and governmental
institutions like Nibud.

Finances at a Glance adds value in a way that
it helps debtors. Because this target group lacks
digital budgeting tools, Finances at a Glance
can support debtors on a continuous basis with
their financial decisions. This will be a good
incentive for the government to invest in an
early stage. Further development of financial
tools will be the primary income method after
the first establishment of the financial market.
Objectives within the first two years:
1. Strengthen the key proposition of oneview insight by continuing to iterate on the
simplicity it offers ?
2. Develop and launch the application with
Figlo as a co-developer
3. Marketing the service through the Nibud
governmental department and engaging
collaboration with debt restructuring
agencies for providing Finances at a Glance
as a service.

The government and online application stores
will feature the application as the intuitive
and natural choice for people that seek an
immediate insight into their finances with a
glance. They will choose our tool based on its
abstract visualisation of their finances and the
features of personalizations. The team behind
Finances at a Glance will focus on R&D and
mainly consist of application developers,
management team, graphic designers and UX
designers.

Mission
Finances at a Glance’s mission is to provide
customers with a one-view insight of their
personal finances. The unique design of the
layout and the values the application represent
is expected to be well received among those
who need the tool, but are not engaged in their
own personal finances.

As a start-up company, we wish to establish
ourselves in developing for personal finance
management where our mission is to provide
services to the financial market that reflect
societal responsibility and unique visualisations
of data. Additionally, the possibility for realtime and future insight are highly valued
features for both the users and the financial
sectors. Therefore, a key activity will be to
establish a close cooperation with Figlo that
can aid in the development of the Finances at a
Glance services.

Keys to success
Create a business-to-business network
Reduce costs by outsourcing marketing and
hosting to partners
Delivering a personal finance management tool
unlike other currently available
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BUSINESS
MODEL
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Value proposition
The strength of Finances at a Glance is that
it provides a single-glance insight into one’s
personal financial situation. Rather than a
lengthy list of expenses and incomes, Finances
at a Glance provides an overview that is easier
to understand. Being less daunting, it is less
confronting to get this financial overview,
which is valuable for specific target groups,
like people in debt. It adds future insights that
enable anticipating and planning one’s finances
more effectively.

Key Resources
The key resource is the Finances at a Glance app.
This app contains the abstract visualisation,
and a level of customization, which is the key
asset of the application. Provided that the
hosting provider will facilitate the hosting
platform, the online back-end will also be a
key resource. This back-end will be tied to a
debt restructuring plan generated by the debt
restructuring agency, for which the platform
serves as a way to adjust Finances at a Glance
for people in debt. Another key resource is the
data that Finances at a Glance gathers from
users. This data comes from the user and can
provide value to partners and the channels. In
return, this can help the users (people in debt)
as well, because it brings the debt agencies (a
channel) closer to the users.

Customer segment
The customer segment consists of people in
debt. The main thing that scares them off
from using personal finance management
applications is that elaborate overview of
expenses can be daunting (as covered in the
value proposition). Rather than to show only
a negative overview with red digits, Finances
at a Glance can provide these customers with a
budget visualisation.

Key activities
The key activities revolve around developing
the application and maintaining it. As Figlo is
a key partner, their collaboration will help to
make and keeping the app conform to financial
regulations in the future. Another key activity
is sales towards the channels; they need to
adopt the app as a tool to help their clients.

Key partners
Finances at a Glance needs support for
infrastructures that facilitate the right data
collections. Additionally, it requires the
right channel to get to the customers, which
effectively is a partner as well; people in
debt need to be reached through their debt
restructuring agencies. But to provide more
value, these debt agencies should provide
formulas or customer plans to tailor Finances
at a Glance to the financial situation of the
people in debt. Next to that, the Finances at a
Glance app back-end needs to be hosted online
in order to process the data from the people in
debt and create the visualisations on the phone
apps. Thus, a hosting provider will be a key
partner as well.

Cost structure
The costs will depend mostly on the
development and maintenance of the platform.
Adding new functionalities over time, or
keeping existing functionalities conform to
changing regulations will cost time and money.
This includes investing in back-end security;
which will be done in collaboration with a
hosting provider.
Channel
In order to reach the customers of Finances at
a Glance, debt agencies need to be included
in the business plan. They are the channel, as
they are in touch with people that are in debt.
Additionally, Nibud can be a channel as well;
Nibud takes a central role in financial and
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budgeting information. Finances at a Glance
can be provided as a helpful tool for people in
debt to keep to their monthly budget, through
debt restructuring agencies, but also through
Nibud, even though Nibud takes a central and
more general role of finances.
Customer relationship
Finances at a Glance is a tool that does not
necessarily require extra engagement with the
platform. There will be no activities or channels
that ensure further customer relationships. The
main channel, debt restructuring agencies,
will maintain a relationship with their clients,
which are our customers as well. Interaction
with Finances at a Glance, as well as additional
engagement with the app goes through the
debt restructuring agencies. They provide the
restructuring plans and they keep in touch
with the people that are in debt. Amongst their
key activities are consultations of their clients,
which can be enhanced through Finances at a
Glance.
Revenue stream
Finances at a Glance transformed from an
assistive lifestyle product into a socially
responsible product. This means that the
revenue does not come from product sales. The
app as a service will be provided for free, but
it will rely on other sources of income. As it
intends to solve a serious societal problem (debt
rates), the government might be a good partner
that provides subsidies to enable Finances at
a Glance. Aside from that, the app can be of
interest for debt agencies, which may pay for
additional services like profiling of their clients
based on data gathered from the app.
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PROCESS
DESCRIPTION
In the visual to the right, you can see an overview of our process during the elective, which
can be divided into three iterations.
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Process Visual
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negatively influenced the results. On the other
hand, the test illustrated that the perception
of safety and privacy per individual is very
different, which also influenced their preference
for either of the displays. These factors together
resulted in remaining indecisive about whether
to further develop or abandon the physical
display, though we decided the digital display
would be the best product to introduce the
concept into the market.
Next to that, the results of the MVP test were an
incentive to reconsider the product-market fit
of Finances at a Glance. By using the Smiling
Curve from Stan Shih [1], it became clear that
Finances at a Glance is a brand business; for
other parts of the line from manufacturing to
sales would require additional stakeholders.
During the final presentation, we did not
portray a clear problem statement and we
got the comment that we chose the wrong
customers segment. The real societal problem
is people in debt, which could have helped in
motivating the need for Finances at a Glance.

Iteration 1
The focus of the first iteration was twofold,
on one hand, we wanted to hypothesise a
viable business model for the concept, and on
the other hand, we wanted to investigate the
feasibility of the concept, especially regarding
handling secure and private data.
In order to create a first business model, we
redefined the value proposition. By extracting
four sub values out of the initial value proposition
we were able to connect each of those values
to certain customers and stakeholders. This
resulted in our first hypothetical business
model, which we evaluated by interviewing
two of the possible stakeholders: the Rabobank
and Figlo.
To develop the concept further, we did an
interview with IBM, which helped us to get
a grasp on the feasibility of handling privacy
and safety of data streams. Next to that we
did some research into other applications
in the financial field to get an overview of
the competitors. During the midterm, we
integrated the knowledge gained from the
interviews and presented a second hypothetical
business model.

Iteration 3
As we did not portray a clear problem statement
in our final presentation, an iteration was
necessary to clarify the problem statement and
display the research that we had done. After
receiving the feedback, the group reconsidered
the people in debt as a customer segment and
concluded that this customer segment has been
too easily put aside.

Iteration 2
The initial vision behind the concept was to
integrate personal finances physically in the
everyday life. However, we didn’t have much
knowledge on the commercial viability of the
concept on the actual market. As we redefined
the value proposition in four sub values, it
became clear that the physicalization was
not necessarily connected to the functional
visualisation. Therefore, an MVP test was
conducted to evaluate our vision and the
actual necessity for a physical over a digital
visualisation in everyday life.
This test didn’t provide a straightforward answer
to the question: is there a preference for a
physical or digital display of personal finances?
Reflecting on the test, on one hand, this could
be blamed to the execution, as it could have

In order to strengthen our value proposition, we
did some additional research on this particular
customer segment and the competitors
operating in this field. With a revised
presentation in which we gave clear reasons for
our concept, we went into a conversation with
Figlo.
Overall during the meeting with Figlo, great
interest was expressed for the ‘one glance view’.
After having shared their insights, however,
Figlo was of the opinion that the PFM market
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would not be the easiest or largest market to
introduce such a visual representation of data.
A completely different business could emerge
when we would take the ‘finance at a glance’
towards a broader ‘data at a glance’.
As we wanted to stay within the field of finances
and not initiate a new design process we decided
to revise our business model a last time. Future
steps would be to go into a conversation with
governmental institutions to find out what
channels are necessary to reach people in debt,
to do a new MVP test on the usability of the
concept for this customer segment and to do a
financial analysis of the concept.
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START-UP
STRATEGY
The proposition of this business concept originated from the belief that people who entered
a changed financial situation could better control their finances if they possessed a personal
finance management tool. The customer segment was originally focused on students who
follow a stricter budget but was expanded to customers ranging from elderly to the students
where the incentive for buying or receiving the clock also changed.
The device offers awareness at a glance and shows the days of the month and the budget you
have left on a monthly basis, starting from your main income. Finances at a Glance also
alerts you on upcoming fixed costs to give a more realistic overview of your budget. As it is
an abstract visualisation, it can be interpreted only by the owners. Finances at a Glance is
a physical clock display with abstract finance visualisations that, through a glance, can be
interpreted by the user.
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Fig. 1. As can be seen in the image above the angle between the circles gives an indication of your
financial status. The green pie shape indicates a positive financial status as the budget is behind time.
The red pie shape indicates a negative financial status as the time is behind budget. The last image
shows the end point of this month. As can be seen, the budget circle is not at the top yet, which means
the person spend 25 euros less than the budget. Now he or she is able to put this amount into his or her
savings account.
the device will provide your financial status at
all times.

Product description
Finances at a Glance offers financial awareness
at a glance. By using data of banking apps the
finances are sorted and shown on the device. It
shows the days of the month and the budget
you have left on a monthly basis, starting
from your main income. It also alerts you on
upcoming fixed costs to give a more realistic
overview of your budget. As it is an abstract
visualisation it can be understood by the owner,
but will provide privacy when seen by others.

Layers of information
The device visualises your personal finances
in an informative but discrete manner. No
amounts or labels are used and background
knowledge of the certain banking account is
necessary to make sense of the visualisation.
Aesthetics
The design of Finances at a Glance is
inspired by the moon cycle which is a natural
representation of time for many cultures. The
simplistic design of the device supports the
function of offering financial secureness.

Financial overview
The device automatically processes the
data of so-called PFM (Personal Financial
Management) applications which are used by
banks to sort expenses and incomes. Therefore
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that banks wish to invest in PFM (Personal
Financial Management) systems, which
additionally would require the concept with
clearly distinguishable and understandable
functionality from a user’s point of view.

Visualisation
The visualisation starts at the top of the device.
The big circle is representing the time per
month, which is approximately 30 days. In the
edge of the device, the fixed costs will appear.
As the month circle will pass by the fixed costs
will disappear. The small circle is representing
the budget, of which a standard configuration
uses the disposable income as value for the
whole cycle.

Physicalization
The physicalization of the application into an
object, which can be placed in the living space
of the user by which it is present in everyday
life.

Value proposition
Based on the aforementioned executive
summary, customer segment and concept
‘Finances at a Glance’, four value propositions
were initially identified. Based on the choice
of the concept’s values, a number of possible
target groups and stakeholders were matched
together with the proposition. The matching
was realised through sorting the values that
most likely were appreciated by the target
groups.

This particular value overcame the threshold
of taking one’s phone out of the pocket and
would, therefore, be less obtrusive during daily
routines.
The key value of the concept Finances at a
Glance was being able to review one’s financial
situation in a single glance, which could only
be achieved by means of a physical object
actually present in the daily life of the user.
Aesthetics
An aesthetically pleasing object, that can be
read and understood by the owner only.

One Glance Overview
The possibility to understand the relation
between your monthly income and expense in
one glance and thereby overall status of your
financial situation.

The extent to which the information was
designed in an understandable manner, was
tested in a user test preceding this elective. The
display was perceived as intuitive and was well
understood, however not all the layers of the
visualisation took the same time and effort to
learn and understand. Apart from learnability,
the appearance of the display was perceived as
aesthetically pleasing.

This value was formulated In line with the
vision of peripheral interactions; the goal of
the project was to create awareness of personal
financial matters and to let people interact with
it during the daily life in an unobtrusive manner.
Ideally, the design would lead to peripheral
interaction as the user subconsciously would
start to act upon the intuitive information
from the display.

Redefinition of customer
The four value propositions were matched
to a list of possible end users that ranged
from students, people in debt, elderly and
other potential buyers such as gadgeteers,
bookkeepers and organisations. Through
discussion and matching the four value
propositions to the target groups, a basis for
selecting a customer segment was established.

Functionality
The core functionalities of the concept, giving
a more extensive practical, understandable
view into your (future) finances.
Functionality was in line with the current belief
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Furthermore, based on the users that could
benefit from the proposition, a channel and
potential key partner was identified to be
banks. By including banks into the list of
possible stakeholders, they were considered to
be investors interested in distributing and help
develop the concept further.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Banks
Figlo for PFM
Government institutions
Gadget shops
Accountancy bureaus
Debt agencies

Stakeholders
In particular, the stakeholders were identified
through an open discussion aiming to find the
sectors for which Finances at a Glance could
prove valuable. Furthermore, it was important
for the selected stakeholders to possess the
expertise and channels that are required to
bring the concept to the market.

Fig. 2. Logoes of the three companies
interviewed
to aid in the development of the application
a business model was constructed with the
aforementioned value propositions. See
Appendix “A. 1st Business model” on page
44

The interests of the different stakeholders were
scored by their potential involvement in their
customer relationships as well as their relations
to the finance sector where, naturally, the
banks stood out from the others. The banks
were chosen as the primary stakeholders as
they maintain a direct channel to the user
group we wished to reach. Furthermore, their
different services in PFM tools were also a
factor in selecting the right stakeholder, where
they compete to provide innovative services
for their customers. Furthermore, the choice
of working with banks lead towards boosting
the concept with a digital application, which
again moved the strategy towards potential key
partners and the inclusion of Figlo, a software
developer provider for the financial sector.

Key partners
The business model was composed of the
idea to collaborate with two companies that
have vital roles in bringing the product to the
market. In return, the collaboration would
create a value proposition which promotes
the physical finance display as a meaningful
personal finance management tool and makes
the relations with the customer segments closer.
Channel and customer
Figlo would be assigned to develop the
application-based software to the financial
sectors such as banks in the Netherlands as
their expertise in providing solutions are valued
among different brands. The application would
serve as the direct channel between the customer
segments and the bank, which offers support
and guidance to their customers. Through

On the basis of choosing a customer segment
of people with a changed financial situation,
banks as channels and Figlo as a key partner
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INTERVIEWS

the bank, the value proposition reaches the
customers, where the bank itself is central in
maintaining the relationship and support to
the customers. Especially, the proposition of
control and planning the finances are valuable
for the bank to offer the customers as a service.

To test the assumptions regarding the links
between banks and customers, the central
position of Figlo and their insight in developing
for the financial sector, three interviews were
performed where Figlo, Rabobank and IBM
were approached. For summaries of the
interview, see Appendix [“C. Interview Figlo”
on page 47, “D. Interview IBM” on page
50 and “E. Interview Rabobank” on page
52]

Cost structure
The costs of marketing, distribution and sales
would be covered by the bank as an initial
investment, whereas the profit formula consists
of in-app purchases or subscription and
promotion of the enterprise as a front-runner
in PFM. The key factors were to produce the
displays and maintenance of both the app
and product (e.g. with updates and security
updates).
As a startup, the focus was on locating investors
and making a go-to-market plan with the
value Finances at a Glance would bring to the
stakeholders. Finances at a Glance is a unique
product in the market of PFM solutions. When
looking at the first mover advantage described
by Eisenmann T. (2014), a novel concept like
ours strengthens the value proposition to the
stakeholders.

Interview with Figlo
From the start, Figlo and their reputation were
a key asset in the development of the strategy
to bring Finances at a Glance to the market.
Therefore, an interview was initiated with the
purpose of gaining insight into a business that
knew its market well. As a result, a broader
insight on how to implement a data-driven
concept like Finances at a Glance, as well as
a broader insight into the market of PFM was
gathered. Additionally, we were presented with
an opportunity of pitching the concept to
Figlo, with the purpose of learning more of the
concept and build upon it.

Key resources Whilst working on the topic
personal finance management, security
appeared to be an issue that had to be tackled,
which requires an investment of resources in
order to be pursued. The initial strategy was to
outsource this to Figlo and the banks as their
data infrastructure already was trusted by the
customer segments.

Interview with Rabobank
From the interview, we learned a valuable
insight into how to take into account other
digital services currently available during
development. These concerned digital services
either by the banks or independent budgeting
applications. The interviewed from Rabobank
further proceeded in providing feedback on
how our targeted customer groups would react
very differently, and have very different needs
when it comes to PFM.

In summary, the first business model canvas
emphasised the collaboration with two wellintegrated parties in the financial service industry.
Figlo would aim at developing the application
and integrated with the display of Finances at a
Glance, whereas the bank uses the application as
a direct channel to the customer segments to offer
our value proposition as an additional service; the
display with a one-view-insight on PFM.
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customer segment was vital in order to ensure
the value propositions are indeed in demand.
Questions about where to position ourselves
and what we as a business bring to the market
served as a strong reflection point for us to
continue towards the second iteration of the
business strategy development. The points
of reflection brought us knowledge about
diverting from the focus on creating revenue
as well as thinking we could overcome all
aspects of delivering the products to the
market. It meant outsourcing activities such
as customer relations, advertising and parts of
the application development to other parties,
which in the end left us with the physical
product to focus on.

Interview with IBM
The conversation with IBM was mainly
focused on discussing the security of personal
data. Especially two points were of extreme
value. Firstly, the communication between
the banks, clock, application and user. It
concerned how to secure the data stream. It
was recommended that we should simplify and
abstract communication between the clock and
application as much as possible, and establish a
connection to the user’s financial data through
the application only. The second valuable
insight was regarding our idea of creating
revenue through the customer’s’ usage of the
application. Privacy regulations and terms
of agreement are strict concerning financial
personal data, which makes using data of
customers rather challenging.

REFLECTION
The concept retained visualisation for
representing one’s financial through the course
of a month. But the value propositions had
to be reconsidered, for the business plan to
become more concrete and create potential for
the business to grow.
In total four values were chosen where the
key proposition was the one-glance insight.
Accordingly with the values, a set of activities
were initiated to align the business towards a
strategy and business model canvas where all
sections were addressed. This meant that a
selection from a different set of stakeholders
was chosen in regard to our ambition of adding
a digital addition to the physical prototype.
The different aspects of starting up a new
business in the financial market were addressed
through the interviews, of which especially the
privacy and security was an issue. Moreover,
the insight from the interview with Figlo
and Rabobank taught us that knowing your
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MVP
TEST
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male-female ratio was 50%. Every participant
was asked to give insight into their current
financial situation through an interview after
which each of them evaluated both the physical
and digital display in a randomised order.
Afterwards, a comparison was made between
their current financial situation and their
evaluation of the concept. First, the results of
the current financial status will be explained,
second the results on the comparison of the
physical and digital device and lastly, both
results will be compared to each other.

Aim
The initial vision behind the concept was to
integrate personal finances physically in the
everyday life. However, we didn’t have much
knowledge on the commercial viability of the
concept on the actual market. As we redefined
the value proposition in four sub values, it
became clear that the physicalisation was
not necessarily connected to the functional
visualisation, as it could also exist in the digital
environment. Therefore, the most crucial factor
to evaluate our vision was the actual necessity
for a physical over a digital visualisation.

Current financial status
While collecting information on the current
way of doing finances it became clear that on
average most financial activity is done when
being at home on the couch (1), while working
at home (2), or when being at the supermarket
(3). Though it has to be said that the second
and third scenario are mainly established
due to high scores in the young adult group,
whereas the adults only gave a clear preference
for scenario one. As we included the option
‘Other’ this resulted in two adults mentioning
the scenario of ‘a computer on a fixed place
in the home, meant for doing finances and
administration’. In conclusion, we interpret
that young adults often do their finances on
the way, scattered throughout the day or week,
whereas adults prefer to have a fixed moment
and place to hand their finances. Also, the level
of engagement is different, as finances on the go
often imply briefly checking the balance before
payment, whereas doing finances at home
often implies more administrative activities.
(see “Fig. 2. Scenarios for doing finances” on
page 23

In order to do so we conducted a minimum
viable product (MVP) test with the research
question:
Is there a preference for a physical or
digital display of personal finances?
The core features that are sufficient to deploy
the product were the physical and digital
display and the corresponding application. The
application is an essential part of the concept,
as it provides the link between bank data and
the visualisation. As the application builds
upon existing PFM infrastructure it would also
make the gap between the existing applications
and our concept smaller.
The previous user test during the Final
Bachelor Project was conducted with students
only. For the MVP test, however, the sample
of participants should include both students
and non-students. In this way, we would get
an insight into the value of our concept for a
wider range of ages and lifestyles.

Preference for digital or physical display
To evaluate the digital and physical display
(“See Fig. 3. Preference for physical/digital
display” on page 28), we created a form
(which can be seen in table 1 in Appendix G.
“G. Table RawData MVP Test” on page 54)

Setup
We invited 8 participants, of which 4 students
and 4 non-students (respectively young adults
and adults). Next to that we made sure the
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Scenarios for doing finances
Going with public transport
5

During a meeting at work

At my desk at work

4
3

While working at home

At the toilet

2

Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3

1

Participant 4

0

When getting ready om the
morning

Participant 5

At a friend's house

Participant 6
Participant 7

Participant 8

During dinner

At the supermarket

When going to bed

Home on the couch

Fig. 3. Scenarios for doing finances

Fig. 4. Preference for physical/digital display

Preference for physical/digital display (%)

When going to bed
At the supermarket
At the toilet
Going with public transport

0

26,7%

1

Series3

2

Series2

Series1

38,9%

Preference for physical/digital display (%)

24

35

14

15,6%
2

7

8

2,2%
7,8%
High preference digital

Slight preference digital

8,9%

Neutral

Slight preference physical
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High preference digital

Slight preference digital

Neutral

Slight preference physical

High preference physical

Neither

High preference physical

Neither

DISCUSSION

in which the participants could indicate a slight
or high preference for either, a neutral position
or to choose neither.

Looking at the widespread results we questioned
ourselves what factors could have influenced
the MVP test in a negative way.
First of all the amount of participants was small
and therefore the diversity was too widespread.
For example, the ages were not evenly divided,
as we had 4 student participants around the
age of 21-22 and 4 non-students of which one
was 27 and the other 3 between the age of 5359. Whereas the opinions of the students were
quite in line with each other, the non-students
approached their finances very differently,
which made it harder to draw a clear conclusion.
Having a bigger sample of participants could
have clarified what behaviour could be assigned
to an individual and what to an age group.
Secondly, we assume that our expectation of the
imagination of the participants was too high.
For example, the time span of each MVP test
was around 30 minutes, which constrained us
in simulating the long-term use of the displays.
Therefore we wonder if the participants, in the
end, had a clear understanding of the value
of the concept and therefore could evaluate it
properly.

In general, the young adults had a preference for
the digital display, whereas the adults preferred
neither of the displays for financial activities.
As can be seen in the table below (table #) in
38,9% of the scenarios neither of the displays
was evaluated as useful. This percentage was
mainly established by the adults group due to
privacy concerns or because the displays were
perceived as redundant since they didn’t feel
the need to trade the secured fixed computer
in their home environment for these displays.
In 42,3 % of the scenarios, there was a slight
or high preference for the digital display. This
often implied situations in which mobility is
a necessity, such as being in the supermarket,
at a friend’s house or being at work. In these
scenarios, it would make no sense for the
participants to bring the physical display.
This percentage was mainly established by the
young adults group.
In 8,9% of the scenarios the score was neutral
for both displays and only in 10% of the
scenarios, there was a slight or high preference
for the physical display. The scenarios in which
the physical display scored neutral or higher
were mainly in the home environment. This
percentage was established collectively by both
groups.

Lastly, the collection of scenarios included quite
some examples in which people didn’t want to
do their finances. On one hand this gave us
insight in what context people would do their
finances, but on the other hand, it eliminated
unfavourable situations. For example in
scenarios such as ‘At the toilet’ no one of the
participants did their finances. We could have
decided to leave these scenarios out of the
picture, though we didn’t want to manipulate
the results too much by own interpretation.

Combining current financial status and
display preference
Comparing the two results it turns out that
the most-preferred scenarios for doing finances
are also the ones that score neutral for both
displays, for example ‘At home on the couch’
and ‘While working at home’. The scenarios
where the digital display scores the most often
involve a necessity of mobility, for example ‘At
the supermarket’.
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CONCLUSION
However the digital display scores higher on
average, the opinions are neutral or slightly
towards the physical display in situations
most often financial activities are done. The
opinions of the participants were widespread,
mainly around topics such as privacy and
safety. Especially some non-students didn’t
use an application at all for doing finances,
which made them dislike the application from
the start. Next to that some participants saw
a double, and therefore unnecessary, function
in the physical display. The same functionality
was provided already by the digital display, or
by conventional PFM applications they used.
In conclusion, we are not able to give a clear
yes or no answer to the question whether
or not a physical display is preferred over a
digital display. The physical display could be
of value in the home environment, however, it
will lose against the digital display in all other
scenarios. Next to that, the perception of safety
and privacy within the home context different
per individual, which makes the value of the
physical device questionable even in the home
environment. Regarding the digital display, we
have to concern ourselves with the fact that not
all age groups are used to doing their finances
with PFM applications. For example, the
young adults would already be a better target
group as the adults as they are more used to
mobile banking and doing finances while being
on the way, where they will most benefit from
the digital display.
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BRAND
IDENTITY
The results of the MVP test were an incentive to reconsider the product-market fit of
Finances at a Glance, as well as where it positions itself in relation to the added value it
has. By using the Smiling Curve from Stan Shih [1], it became clear that Finances at a
Glance is a brand business. It establishes a product based on knowledge, infrastructure and
technologies of other partners, but it has a brand on its own and distinctive value for endusers and its stakeholders.
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curve was not fully considered. However, since
banks were considered good partners, those
were considered to be taking the right side of
the curve upon them; from the distribution of
the clock to marketing it as their additional
service, to the sales of the clock.

Fig. 5. The smiling curve by Stan Shin. It
depicts a company’s position in production chain
and added value.
The Stan Shih smiling curve of added value
describes the value each type of company in
the stream of a product has [1]. Finances at a
Glance will rely on stakeholders for distribution,
manufacturing and sales, each will be part of
the value stream of the product that Finances
at a Glance delivers: a clock that gives financial
insights in first-glance. For Finances at a Glance,
the value lies in creating a brand and develop
the concept further; it’s a design concept with
the potential to be developed into a product.
Design, Branding and Concept/R&D can
be the key activities of Finances at a Glance,
whereas developing the infrastructure can be
outsourced or can be done in collaboration
with Figlo. At this stage, the right side of the

Final presentation
The second iteration ended with the final
presentation of our business model and MVP
test during the elective. The main feedback we
gained was that the problem, or the “why”,
wasn’t formulated clearly enough. We should
have looked deeper into the added value for
companies and the added value for customers
of Finance at a Glance. According to our
audience, we interviewed the wrong people.
Instead of interviewing banks and Figlo, we
should have interviewed organisations like
Nibud that work with people in debt. Because
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people with debts are a real problem for society,
they cost the government tonnes of money
every year. Finance at a Glance would be a clear
solution for this problem.
Another feedback we gained was that we hadn’t
shown enough market research during the
presentation. It would have been clearer if we
showed what similar products already exist.
This way it would be clear how unique Finance
at a Glance is and what the added value of this
product is for the market.
A final comment from the presentation was
that we clearly hadn’t concluded yet what to do
with the physical display. We didn’t present a
clear conclusion from the MVP test.

we saw as a trigger for early adopters of various
kinds to buy the product.
After receiving the feedback, the group
reconsidered the people in debt as a customer
segment and concluded that this customer
segment has been too easily put aside. There
are agencies like Nibud, WSNP and privatelyowned debt restructuring agencies that attempt
to re-educate people in debt to gain back
control over their personal finances. Nibud
could be interested in investing in Finance at a
Glance, or could be a good company to partner
up with.
After the final presentation, we still had
a meeting with a potential partner, Figlo,
who creates personal finance management
applications. We decided not to change our
focus of customer segment for this meeting
because it was only an orientation conversation
and we were interested in the point of view of
a company like Figlo on Finance at a Glance.

REFLECTION
During the final presentation, we got the
comment that we chose the wrong customers
segment and that the real societal problem is
people in debt, who could be helped by Finance
at a Glance.
We see that it is very important to create a clear
“why” for our concept since companies have
tonnes of ideas to choose from, yet, if the value
proposition isn’t totally complete and clear, the
company will never invest in an idea.

After iteration two we didn’t have a clear
conclusion whether to go further with the
physical display or only with the application.
This is why we did a third iteration where you
can read more about the decision to only go
further with the application and where the
customers segment and the meeting with Figlo
more elaborately explained.

In the beginning of the process we, however, did
consider this customers segment. The reasons
that made us decide to focus on other potential
customers was that people in debt most of
the time get money in cash from the debt
restructuring agency. We thought it would be
too difficult to track cash money flows in order
to create the right data for Finance at a Glance.
Also, a reason for choosing another customers
segment was because we wanted to aim at
customers who would want to buy the product
instead of being in need of it. The aesthetic was
one of the main values of the product, which
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[1] = Shih, S. 1996. Me-Too is Not My Style: Challenge Difficulties, Break
through Bottlenecks, Create Values, Taipei: The Acer Foundation. https://
www.cmlab.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~chenhsiu/reading/metoo.pdf (fetched June
2016)
[2]T. Eisenmann. 2014. Business Model Analysis for Entrepeneurs. Harvard
Business School. Obtained April 2016.
[3] https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/actueel/nieuws/2009/10/05/
problematische-schulden-bij-1-op-de-10-huishoudens
[4]: http://www.mijnstudentenleven.nl/schuld/schulden.html
[5] https://www.levelmoney.com/
[6] http://download.figlo.com/Commerce/Figlo_Global%20Finance%20
and%20Social%20Responsibility_Wim%20Hart_v007.pdf
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PIVOT
TIME
As described in our reflection, we did not portray a clear problem statement in our final
presentation for the elective. Therefore another iteration was necessary to clarify the problem
statement and display the research that we had done.
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Research
When we look at the current numbers of debtors
and the costs that come with these debtors for
the dutch government, we can clearly find
a large problem which seems worthwhile to
invest in. 1 of 10 households were in debts
last year, according to the research by Klijnsma
of ‘Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid’ and
almost 700.000 households experienced
problematic debts according to the research
of Panteia [3]. The most important reasons
for the origination of debts is faulty financial
management, decrease of income and/or
having an expensive lifestyle. A combination of
all is even more fatal. For example students are
a risk group as they are not very precise as it
comes to administration and finances, next to
that they often don’t have a job with a contract.
A first step towards independently paying off
your debts would be to have a clear overview
of your income, debts and expenses. After
which creating a decent budget will not solve
the entire problem, but often provides clarity
of the cause of your debt. Once you found the
cause, you are able to act upon it. Afterwards,
you can calculate how much money you will
save every month, which you can use to slowly
pay off your debt [4].

Figlo Meeting insights
Figlo provides B2B solutions for online
financial management systems.
We arranged the meeting with Figlo with a set of
objectives: Firstly, we had a meeting with Figlo
to gain in-depth insight in the current market.
More specifically regarding the collaboration
with institutions such as government and
banks and the different customer segments.
Secondly, we wanted to pitch our concept and
understand how we could possibly collaborate
and get a general opinion from a party that has
experience in the market.
Engaged with finances: 200.000 in Netherlands
The user group that is actively engaged with
their finances resembles only a small group
of the Dutch society. This user group uses
extensive tools (Microsoft Excel) and are
in control of their finances. The finances
are usually managed on closed systems (for
example a computer which is not connected to
the internet) which are perceived as safe. The
fear for the privacy of the data and security
makes these users reluctant to change the way
they manage their finances.
700.000 in serious debt in the Netherlands
This user group consists of the Dutch
problematic debtors. These users are difficult
to reach, since as Figlo employees described
them, they are often ignoring their financial
problems due to its complexity. Efforts to reach
this group for Figlo did not pay back.

Looking at the competitors we see three
categories emerging, namely, saving and
budgeting, repayment and personal finance
management. Specifically, the finance
application from Level [5] provides a similar
goal of an easy overview insight to one’s
finances.
Prior to the meeting, we looked into the vision
of Figlo and found that they aim to help people
develop their financial literacy and that this can
be achieved through high-added-value systems
[6]. Evidently, the research into competitors
also revealed that a high number of services did
not keep a high aesthetic layout and focused
instead on its functionality.

The other users
Generally speaking, as Figlo employees
described after having done two years of
extensive research into possible prospects, most
of the Dutch population shows little interest
in the management of their finances to actively
invest in PFM solutions.
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In depth knowledge in key partner constructions
and incentives to work in the field
Banks are acting only in their self-interest,
whereas we had initially thought they were
acting out of a societal responsibility. This was
also a comment during our final presentation
at the TU/e which Figlo was able to confirm.
It is part of their strategy because they ‘have to’
not because they ‘want to’, the current PFM
systems have not proven to be very profitable
for the banks, according to Figlo.

Considering the four value propositions
inherent to the Finances at a Glance, certain
propositions have proven more valuable
whereas others have fulfilled their value:
Single-view display, with the possibility to look
into your future finances.
personalizable, readable by owner and debt
agency helper.
Aesthetic / sober look
Abolishment Physical Product:
It is embedded in the Dutch culture that
people do not share their financial data with
anyone that easily. Furthermore, we fear that
a physical representation for debtors might
represent an indication for those in debt and
that it will be perceived as stigmatising. Lastly,
the physical product would still need extensive
research and development and would be
costly to produce. Due to the negative impact,
we fear it might have, and considering the
production costs, we choose to abolish the
physical display. To create a viable solution for
the debtors in the Netherlands, we argue that
a digital representation would be most effective
and desirable.

Abstract visualisation of Data
Lastly, overall throughout the meeting the
people at Figlo were very enthused about
our simple one-glance data visualisation. We
openly discussed and brainstormed about the
potential of new categories for the visualisation
in different markets.

CONCLUSION
From our meeting with Figlo, we gained
insights by which we were able to take a
decisive direction with our product. The
market of personal finance management
products is rather small, however, the problem
of financial mismanagement is rather costly for
Dutch society. When we regard the customer
segments we can divide three segments of
which the debtors are the most promising for
our product. Prospects, however, are difficult
to reach, to reach them a different channel
and customer relationship have to emerge. By
cooperating with governmental institutions
as partners and possible channels, we can
distribute our product to those in need that
might not be proactive by themselves to search
for such products. This also means that a
customer relationship might be largely built
upon or include consultation sessions with
governmental advisors.

Different path
Overall during the meeting with Figlo, great
interest was expressed for the ‘one glance
overview’. After having shared their insights,
however, Figlo was of the opinion that the
PFM market would not be the easiest or largest
market to introduce such a visual and physical
representation of data. They were enthusiastic
about possible other applications. A completely
different business could emerge if we consider
the ‘finance at a glance’ concept as ‘an abstract
representation of data in one glance’. This
would require a new design process and finally
another MVP in the shape of a Kickstarter
campaign, which would give us proof of
concept in a global context
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FUTURE
STEPS
After the final presentation and the meeting with Figlo some possible future steps arose.
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Interview
In order to investigate this possible customers
segment further, we should arrange an
interview with a governmental institution like
Nibud and WSNP that helps people in debt.
By having an interview they can give us insight
in whether Finance at a Glance connects to
the customers segment of people in debt.
Next to an interview it would be nice to give a
presentation for them to see if they would want
to be a possible partner. Next to a governmental
institution we should also interview customers
in our possible new customer segment. By
interviewing people in debt we can find out
what the life of someone in debt looks like and
whether or not Finance at a Glance could be a
part of it (as well as finding out how it would
fit in their lives) in order to have a proof-ofconcept.

Establish collaborations
When the previous steps are done, another
important step has to be commenced. We
need to establish collaboration with Figlo
and the government. A partnership with the
government would be very valuable because
they can connect us to the right subsidised
agencies like Nibud, who can connect us to
our consumers. Also, the government has the
power to arrange the technical connection of
the application with the bank applications.
Additionally, we need the partnership with
Figlo to be able to develop the application.
That is why collaborations with them are vital
as well.

Usability test
It is important that our new customer segment
knows how to interact with the application
and that it work intuitively for them. As Figlo
explained to us, it’s difficult to balance the
simplicity of the app with the complexity of the
matter. This test could be done in collaboration
with an institution like Nibud, to find the
right customers for performing user tests, as
well as to perform expert review with experts
from Nibud themselves.These tests could also
influence the business model; depending on
how much we need to adapt the concept, as
well as how Nibud views our product-market
fit.

Financial analysis
Another future step that we should do is
making a financial analysis. It is important
to understand the risks that are involved with
different partnerships and different investors.
With Figlo as partners, we can search for
a proposition together, which would be
profitable for both of us. With an agency like
Nibud as partners, we could easily reach our
market. These paths that we decided to take
need to be analysed through financial analysis.
This can, for instance, be done by the help of
the profit formula [2].
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A. 1ST BUSINESS MODEL

Business Model Canvas

Finances at a Glance

Date: 19-05-2016

Version:5

Changed Financial Situation

Customer Segments

Offer them Control of finances

Customer Relationships

Visualization of personal finances

People who have a desire to control
and understand their Finances

Value Proposition

Manufacturing

Planning tool

Key Activities

Figlo
Aesthetical representation

Key Partners
•
Customer support

Understanding

Bank

Physicalization of finance

•
Application update

One View insight

Distribution

Anonymity

Security

Key Resources

Advertisement

Application

Website

Bank advisement

Channels

Future insights

Appdevelopment

Product sales

Revenue Streams

Production costs

In-app purchases

Cost Structure
Transportation ( logistics)
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KEY PARTNERS

Manufacturer

COST STRUCTURE

KEY ACTIVITIES
Security
App updates
Distribution

KEY RESOURCES
App development
Clock manufacturing
Hosting partners

VALUE
PROPOSITION

Customer Service

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

Year Round New Display Styles
(both Physical/Digital)

Understandable overview into future finances
Single-Glance Overview
Physical display of
finance in living space

CHANNELS

Bank
Opening new Account

CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS

People with changed
financial situation

Enhancement Mobile Banking Projects
Sales New Display Styles
Sales Physical Clock

REVENUE STREAM

Personalizable
only readable by owner

App development
Back-End Security
Manufacturing/Logistics Clock
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BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
A. 2ND BUSINESS MODEL

A. 3RD BUSINESS MODEL
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C. INTERVIEW FIGLO
Please note: the answers as filled in to these questions are not a literal transcription, but a summary of the key points.
The answers and questions have been translated to English.
Contact person is Peter Dussel from Figlo, Chief Operating Officer EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa).
The interviewer is Jeroen Rood
If I understood it correctly, Figlo develops Personal Finance Management applications for banks. Is that right?
Amongst other things, they do. It is all part of a platform that includes PFM, as well as financial planning (looking
into the future of your finances). From the start, that’s been their core value. Currently, Dutch banks don’t really use
the second part, which comes closer to consultation. And that is where they can earn money. However that they do use
the PFM solution, the financial planning part could make them more money. So Figlo has more to offer than PFM.
Are banks solely your clients, or are they business partners as well, in some way?
Banks are indeed Figlo’s clients, but those also include insurance companies, accountancies and mortgage providers: it
spans the entire financial service sector.
How do you collaborate with banks?
Figlo offers their products as Software as a Service (SaaS). It’s an online platform, hosted in the cloud. Clients buy a
license, so they can either build a system on their own, or Figlo helps them.
The collaboration is provided on a client-provider basis. Figlo offers service, for which they require close collaboration,
by treating it as a project together with their clients. Figlo updates their software to comply to newest regulations and
laws, but also to include new functionalities.
Those agreements are also about tailoring the software (corporate branding, implementation in their own environment).
But mostly, banks put their own teams on implementation of Figlo’s software. Any changes Figlo makes to the software,
will be adjusted by the implementation teams of the banks themselves.
Do you have any learning points? What are the ups and downs of collaboration with banks?
For Figlo, it almost happens on a daily basis. It mostly involves politics at big companies. Figlo deals with many
departments of a bank, but none of these departments are aware of the agreements made in the previous departments.
So a main learning point is that they have to explain everything very clearly, they have to keep close ties with the project
once it is being implemented by banks internally, and that they should not make assumptions on whether agreements
are understood and passed on to different departments.
What are your biggest challenges concerning PFM applications?
Inherently, PFM is not very challenging. Money goes in, money goes out. But Figlo does identify some challenges. For
PFM, categorizing money transfers is important. Your system should be able to put a label on each transaction.
The biggest challenge that makes categorization hard is the amount of data. The system takes an entire night to
process all of the transactions that are stored in databases. Sometimes it is not even possible, for example when cash is
withdrawn from an ATM; you can’t categorize that money transfer because you don’t know the purpose.
Figlo is thinking of making the categorization happen decentrally, namely, on the consumers’ computers. This will
make it possible to categorize transactions by consumers themselves, as they use the online PFM applications.
A challenge for the banks themselves, is how Figlo’s software can be added value for their consumers. Figlo only focuses
on how they can provide their services to the banks, not how they can add value to the customers of banks.
Do you know who the end users are for your applications?
Do you have direct interactions with your end users, or do third parties deal with that? If so, which parties?
Figlo is aware of consumer profiles, but they don’t interact with the banking consumers. They would not want that, as
they think it’s best to let the banks handle that.
As a service, Figlo also provides their software as a middle man with their own clients. They let banks upload the data,
and compare it to statistics from Nibud.
Do you have to deal with socially responsible companies, like debt payment, tax authorities, or other authorities?
Principally, Figlo does not have to deal with any socially responsible authorities. They do deal with third parties that
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either Figlo or banks themselves hire.
An example of a third party Figlo interacts with, is integrational partners. These partners (of banks or Figlo) are
knowledgeable of Figlo’s products, and know how to integrate them. Tailoring solutions that require extra integration
service will also be handled by these partners, and Figlo hires these partners for this type of integration.

What’s more to it for you, when it comes to developing and maintaining your applications and services?
Do you outsource any aspects?
Figlo outsources the hosting. Either they let their clients choose Figlo’s outsourced hosting (at Microsoft Azure servers
in the US), or the let clients choose their own hosting provider. Figlo pays for hosting at Microsoft Azure servers.
Mostly, though, banks run Figlo software on their own systems, which means that they host it themselves. They also
arrange the databases, administration of data themselves.
Who are your most important partners?
Hosting providers
Integrational partners, which sometimes work for Figlo, sometimes work for their clients. In the second case, Figlo
hands over all the activities regarding implementation to the client themselves. They think that is not bad at all.
How do you deal with storage of data? Do you store all data yourself, or do you let your clients do this?
(please refer to question 3.a) Either outsourced storage, or client-determined storage.
Do you use the data in other ways than just processing it?
(please refer to question 2.a) They don’t, as they leave the data ownership up to their clients.
Who is your competition?
With PFM, there is mainly competition abroad: companies like Mint (US) and Meniga (Finland). They do only focus
on PFM, and not on the financial planning like Figlo does.
Within the Netherlands, there is hardly any competition that does with Figlo does either. That means their combined
offer of PFM and financial planning is quite unique (for the time being, they expect companies to compete with them).
With regard to financial planning, financial advisors are their main competition, along with a company called the
Moneyer.
Possibly, banks are their competition as well. Some banks develop the software themselves, rather than that they buy
the software from Figlo.
We identified certain trends in PFM. We would like to discuss these with you.
What do you think of forecasting financial situations based on historical data?
Figlo already does this, from the start. It’s their combination of PFM and financial planning that lets consumers
gain insight into changing financial situations (marriage, children, death, new house, divorce…). Figlo already uses
historical data to identify trends, which can be used for forecasting.
An interesting story is that Figlo did research how they could identify the end user, and make a profile of this user based
on transactional data. Based on for example child benefits from government, or mortgage, it is possible to determine
the amount of children and their age, the type of house the consumer lives in. It is possible to make a profile of the
user based on anonymous transactional information. They see added value for this, especially for their consumer (more
granular and customized planning) and financial consultancy (easier, more tailored financial advice).
What do you think of the rise of online banks, like Knab or Figor?
As a matter of fact, Figlo was closely involved in creating the bank Knab. Figlo is a big proponent of online banks.
Online banks perfectly fit the services of Figlo. It perfectly fits their range of services. Knab for example implements
the services of Figlo, but also partner up with independent financial advisors, which (on their turn) use Figlo software
as well. This streamlines the entire process.
What are the revenue streams of Figlo?
Is it mainly sales and subscriptions of your services and applications? Or does that include subsidies?
For smaller clients, it’s a periodic license contract. Smaller clients pay per month or year for the services of Figlo.
Bigger clients pay for tailored solutions, and tailored service. They pay per project, but this concerns big and extensive
projects.
Figlo receives a subsidy called “WBSO” (Wet Bevordering Speuren en Ontwikkeling, a law to promote R&D at any
company). This means a discount on payroll tax for their employees. Because Figlo actively does R&D, they receive
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this discount on payroll tax. But this is a more generic subsidy, rather than a finance-focused (or societal responsibility)
subsidy.
What are the main expenses of Figlo?
First of all, costs of employees within the entire company. Anyone’s salary.
Figlo rents hosting space at Microsoft. They pay for that.
Figlo also pays for marketing and sales. It is part of maintaining their channels, like giving webinars and visiting
conferences.
What are your channels?
The channels mainly consist of client contact. This concerns salespeople for attracting new clients. They perform
activities like visiting companies and conferences, networking on events, giving webinars on Figlo’s website, amongst
other things.
These salespeople also involve existing clients. They maintain the relations with these clients, and promote new products
and services.
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D. INTERVIEW IBM
Written below is a summary of both e-mail contact and a phone call. For clarification the content is clustered according
to topic.
Date: 13-05-2016
Interviewee: Frank Driessen from IBM, European Strategy and Sales Leader for Information Lifecycle Governance
Interviewer: Kim Sauvé
Regulation
The current regulation with the EU is the data privacy Directive; which is again translated into local privacy regulations
for each country. Recently the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is accepted which means that data
protection and privacy will be harmonized and recorded for the entire European Union (which exceeds the local
regulations). This regulation will be leading from May 2018 which makes it able for the countries to implement the
GDPR and for the companies to prepare themselves before the regulation is actually effective.
More information on GDPR: http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/reform/index_en.htm
More information on privacy regulations in the Netherlands: http://www.justitia.nl/privacy/# (Dutch)
As regards to the realization of your project it would be better to focus on the new regulations, otherwise you can expect
some consequences at May 2018 when the GDPR becomes effective. These consequences are quite dramatic as it can
be fines of 20 million or 4% of the yearly, worldwide turnover.
I can imagine that you consider this as an important topic for your research, though I would leave the actual impact
outside the scope of your research. At the moment there’s a big lack of clarity about the correct interpretation of the
text and possible gaps between the current privacy situation and the future GDPR still need to be mapped. This topic
would as a standalone already be a whole investigation!
Data controller & data processor
As regards to safety and privacy two important concepts are used (each of them has its own restrains and enforced
requirements): data controller (the owner) and data processor (the processor).
Website with more information on these concepts: http://www.justitia.nl/privacy/bewerkersovereenkomst.html#
(Dutch)
A bank is both data controller and data processor, whereas your device and/or application will probably only be a data
processor.
Since your application will process financial data it can be seen as a data processor. Therefore you have to dive into what
you may and may not do within this role.
Next to that it’s the question how you will get access to the data and if this data is personally convertible. The device
will communicate in some way with the system in the backend and therefore needs an IP-address, which is personal
information. Therefore the communication between device and backend needs to be secured. This is usually done by
means of encryption. You could argue if this is necessary, as you don’t necessarily need to use real data for the device,
but also could convert it to another scale (for example from 1 to 100 or amount of degrees the pointer has to turn).
In that case the data send is quite meaningless, however you should consider how other parties can interpret this data.
An example would be energy companies, which possess graphs of energy usage. If a low energy usage is measured, this
often implies the owners left the home, which could be an indication for burglars to act.
No one ever will be able to break into your bank account via the device. However, the confidential information they are
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able to acquire is the fluctuation of your bank balance. To what extend is this a privacy compromise?
Implied vs. explicit consent management
When you want to use data of your costumers, you should always question for which exact purpose the customer gave
you this information. In case of implied consent an assumption of permission is made without the explicit permission
of the individual, as for example in social media happens. In case of explicit consent personal data is not provided to
external parties without the explicit consent of the individual involved, such as law and banks do.
Rabobank Saldochecker
I don’t exactly know how the Saldochecker works and which authentication is used. Though in order to make use of the
Rabobankieren application you have connected your ID to your mobile phone and is verified by a RaboReader. Within
the application you gave permission for the Saldochecker function, which in total makes 3 safety precautions (ID, IP
address mobile phone and RaboReader).
Stakeholders
Banks get hold of the most relevant information. To be able to use this data you need to sign an agreement on
processing the data. It is most likely that they eventually offer the service with the corresponding device as they already
possess the data.
Financial planners as they have real-time access to confidential financial data of their customers.
Budget coaches as this will enable them to have real-time access to their clients behavior.
If Figlo made an agreement with the bank, it could possibly have real time and frequent access to the bank data.
Data centroid
As mentioned above the banks. Your application will be classified as data processor and the bank is the controller.
Though as a processor you also have to consider security and privacy, except if the application will work within the
existing bank infrastructure. In that case it will be covered.
Users
Your own definition is already quite complete. Though I wonder if the insight is clear enough for the startups, as they
often want to know their finances until every penny.
Extra’s
Nowadays there are a lot of options/applications able to do forecasting. You could think of predicting the movement
of the pointers of the device. In that way you can trace if an user is in overdraw every same time of the month, though
fixes that quickly every time again. Such an abnormality can be visualized by a green color, as something happens within
expectation. In case something happens outside expectation the pointers could become red.
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E. INTERVIEW RABOBANK
Date: 11-05-2016
Interviewee: Joost Sauvé from Rabobank Weert, Senior investment advisor
Interviewer: Kim Sauvé
Interesting contacts
·
Annemarie van Gaal, budget coach, known from the TV show Sloop de crisis
·
Department Communication of Rabobank Weert
·
Frank Driessen, IBM, ICT (often involved in the financial sector)
·
Carl-Heinz Löffelsender, self-employed entrepreneur / budget coach
Interesting companies/organisations
·
BOEG (Baas Over Eigen Geld); in partnership with the Rabobank; a learning program for students to handle
their finances
·
Rabo Doelmonitor for investments
Other comments
·
Check out how the other contact and/or companies make their money out of financial planning or advisement
as inspiration.
·
According to privacy none of the Rabobank employees is allowed to investigate the buying behavior of customers,
let alone external parties. For the near future it is probably not possible to life update the device with a bank account.
Look into the initiatives such as Saldochecker and contactless PIN: those also ask for an authorisation, though only at
the first time. How do these systems work?
·
A possible target group for the device could be people that do money investments, though the device wouldn’t
be as urgent as for other target groups.
·
Mind the difference between youngsters and elderly as regards to the feeling of safety, elderly maybe wouldn’t
want the device to connect to their bank account.
·
A possibility could be that the device connects to your account whenever you login, though at that moment the
gateway would also be open for external parties.
·
People in debt payment often get their budget in cash (what you have is what you got), which means the device
won’t be able to track their expenses.
Opportunity
If desired an email with concrete questions can be send to Joost after which he will redirect it to the Communication
department of Rabobank Weert. A colleague of him is probably willing to help.
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G. TABLE RAWDATA MVP TEST

Current financial situation

Students

Non-stud

Scenarios
Participant
Age
Gender
First impression of

1
22
Female
Digital
Going with public transport
At my desk at work
At the toilet
At a friend's house
At the supermarket
Home on the couch
When going to bed
During dinner
When getting ready om the morning
While working at home
During a meeting at work
Other

2
22
Male
Digital
2
3
1
2
2
3
1
1
1
4
1

3
3
1
3
4
3
1
2
3
2
3

3
6
22
21
Male
Female
Physical Physical
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
4
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
1

4
27
Male
Physical

Comparison digital/physical display
Scenarios
Participant

1
At my desk at work
At the toilet
At a friend's house
At the supermarket
Home on the couch
When going to bed
During dinner
When getting ready in the morning
While working at home
During a meeting at work
When you shop online
Other
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2
-2
-2
-2
-1

-1
-1

3
-2
-1
-2
-2
0
0
0
0
0
-2
0

6
-2
-2
-2
-2
0
-1
-1
0
1
-2
-2

4
-1
-2
-2
-2
1
1
-2
1
1
-2
-1

-

-

-

on-students

Legend

4
27
Male
Physical
1
2
1
1
2
4
4
2
1
2
1

5
59
Male
Digital
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1

7
8
Average
56
53
Female
Female
Physical
Digital
1
1
1,625
1
1
1,875
1
1
1
1
1
1,375
1
1
2,125
4
2
2,75
1
1
1,375
1
1
1,25
1
1
1,25
1
1
2,375
1
1
1,25
4
4

1
2
3
4
5

Never
Sometimes
Neutral
Often
Always

Legend
4

5

7

-2
-1
0
1
2

8

-1
-1
-2
-2
-1
-1
-1
-1
-2

Amount
High preference digital
Slight preference digital
Neutral
Slight preference physical
High preference physical
Neither

2
1
1

2
-2

-2
-2
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24
14
8
7
2
35

Percentage
26,7%
15,6%
8,9%
7,8%
2,2%
38,9%

H. MEETING FIGLO
Minutes from the Figlo meeting - June 16
Present from Figlo
Mick Heinsweg - Innovation Manager
Maurets - (skype) - Developer
Benjamin - senior innovation engineer
Wendy - Senior Engineer
René - Senior innovation architect
----------------------------------------------------------Summary
The meeting with Figlo and their representants gave insight to the business model and feedback on how to proceed with
the concept and value proposition. A new perspective on PFM and its users were addressed several times throughout
the meeting. Additionally, the concept received new input in order to push it to an improved business model. Further
notes was added based on the feedback given during the presentation pitch by Finances at a Glance
The notes are structured into the market, concept and miscellaneous.
MARKET
1 in 3 user that ends in debt has been through a divorce that caused the loans in the house to bankrupt them.
PFM is of low interest in the market, only 200.000 people who are engaged with their finances, but don’t necessarily
need the product. The product is not extensive enough for them, or they are not used to the application environment
(digital divide; and therefore won’t trust it).
The 700.000 people that are in need of the product, are often not engaged with their finances and probably not willing
to buy the device themselves
Therefore our general direction with finding the early adopters and selling it to people who have a changing financial
status would not work as the segment is too little.
The second strategy of providing the displays through governmental parties (Nibud) would be beneficial for the
700.000 people in debt.
Notes Kim:
Level of personalization: Keep the application as simple as the display, now it appears to be way more complex as the
visualization (and therefore not easy to handle)
The platform could possibly represent any data regarding a ratio between time and something else that needs to be
accomplished in a certain timeframe (running goals (FitBit), investments, project process etc.)
Banks only care about their core business, client relationship is done in order to support this core (not out of social
responsibility)
PFM could provide an example application for the Glance platform, though for a Kickstarter campaign it would be
smart to look for more trending data to visualize by the Glance
Introducing the concept via Kickstarter could help to go from a digital to a physical display, as we can evaluate how
much people would like to back for a physical display; even if the physical display is not desired in the end you will gain
insight on the API of the application and marketing of the concept Glance
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As the visualization gives strong visual feedback it might be something for children, as at the age you learn to read the
clock you could also learn about productivity or saving money
½Notes Thijs
PFM has very low interest ( B to C environment)
Only 200k people are interested in PFM
The clock was not seen to be fulfilling people’s needs in PFM, but instead received remarks on how it could be used in
a project management - for scalable solution
One of the things Figlo learned from working with NIBUD was to create real usability (real-time seamless) solutions
for the people in debt.
Regarding the tech side of the concept; small API’s could be used to transfer data between phone and clock.
Government collaboration was a point that seemed most promising from Figlo’s experience.
The concept’s customization levels was not regarded as beneficial as it went against the simplicity of the Stance. Emphasis
was put on the simplicity of the data visualisation.
In PFM the customer segment does not reflect the need of the people (the majority)
Figlo saw, in their words, immense value in the abstract data and interpretations Stance offered.
A Fitbit comparison were made in regard to making a kickstarter approach with the Stance as a data visualisation glance
tool
In regard to the people who actually need the tool to improve their budgeting, the experience from FIglo was that they
wouldn’t use it or be interested in such a tool
Regarding the privacy, Business to Business leaves the privacy and relationships to the customer at the banks.
Another point in users’ attitude towards finances was that sharing finances (balance, income and debt) is not and
probably
Banks care for their finances.
On final notes, the ability to be used offline could add value to the concept. As well as maintaining the physicality adds
experience to the users.
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Final Reflection DEM113 - Design Innovation Strategies

Charlotte vd sommen
As designer your main purpose for your designs
is to bring them to the market and make people
happy with your designs. At least for me this
is the biggest purpose of designing. Adding
something to someone’s life with my designs.
Unfortunately the last part of the design cycle,
the implementation, hasn’t happened very often
to me, especially the business part. Making sure
a product is ready for the market opens a whole
new world of challenges that we as designers
don’t look into enough in my eyes. Designing a
brand image, a business model, a customers
journey, a service model, a building plan,
researching how to build you product in order to
create profit, defining your market and testing
your MVP are only a few parts of the developing
process that happen after a design is called
finished at our faculty. A few months ago I got
the opportunity to start my own company and
work out my final bachelor project for a client.
This made me see already a lot of elements
that need to be worked out before a product is
ready to be sold. I realized that didn’t know much
about what needs to happen and it is extremely
valuable to also learn about this part of the
design process. So that is the reason for me to
choose this elective.
Clocky
During the first two weeks of the elective I
focused on the business of Clocky. For me
Clocky was a very inspiring product because
it was a university project that made a lot of
people so enthusiast that the owner decided
to make business around Clocky. This is a
scenario that sounds very appealing to me, and
I hope to be able to work out my final master
project in a similar way. Also the company I
just started for my final Bachelor project is
very similar to this scenario. This made it very
inspiring and educating for me to focus on the
process of Clocky. The main thing I learned
from the process of Gauri Nanda (the owner/
designer) is that working alone assures you
from keeping control, but is also extremely
stressful and doesn’t leave enough time for
concept development which is needed to keep
the company running. If I would be in the same
position as Nanda, I would search for at least
one partner, to release the stress a little.

Presentations
I learned from Ad van Berlo that it is a very
smart move to email the people you spoke with
about your ideas, the content of you concepts
after the meeting. This way you are legally a lot
safer and you don’t have to patent everything.
Another thing I learned is that it is very important
to invest in a good relationship with your client,
and it should be a little personal as well. Keeping
a logbook would really work to remember the
personal conversations you have with partners.
And finally I learned that when designing
something, always keep in mind who is paying
for it and who is buying it.
Robert Jan Galema taught me what a venture
capitalist is, and what kind of questions you
have to ask yourself before pitching for a venture
capitalist. Like: Who? What? When? Who pays
for what? What achieve when?. When you decide
to start a business with a product, you have to
be very confidant almost a little cocky and you
have to speak the language of the audience you
are talking to (finance people have their own
finance language). Finally in order to get support
from a venture capitalist you have to look into
the following three points: Is the concept globally
achievable? Is it globally relevant? And is the
entrepreneur globally ambitious?
Finance at a Glance
After the first two weeks we started working on
the projects. I choose “Finances at a glance”.
Since I’ve been the treasurer in the board of
s.v.i.d. Lucid three years ago I’m very fascinated
and passionate about finances. Also using
design to change the behavior of people is an
approach that fits to me as designer. So for me
the choice was simple. I think you need to really
believe in a concept in order to make a business
out of it and for me “Finances at a glance” is a
very interesting and promising concept, which I
can be passionate about.
During the first half of the project we made lists
of possible partners, clients, users, motives and
attributes in order to define the business model
and eventually we did a MVP (Minimum Viable
Product) test. All these steps were totally new
for me. I never used a business eye to look at a
concept development process before.

During the final presentation our group got
feedback that we didn’t look closely enough to
the problem statement. The ‘why’ wasn’t clear
enough. This made me aware of the fact that
a company has thousands of possible ideas to
work out and if they don’t see a clear ‘why’ there
is no reason for them to invest in the concept.
This insight also helps me to understand the
language of those companies.
We also didn’t have a clear conclusion on the
MVP test during the final presentation. This
was mainly because we had difficulties to kill
our darlings. As interaction designer I believe in
the physicality of interactions above the digital
version of it. Although in our situation the digital
version of the concept was much stronger and
viable. So we should have been more open
minded and critical towards our own work.
After this elective I believe that if you are able to
always look at your ideas with a critical eye and
when you are not afraid to kill your darlings, you
have what it takes to be a great entrepreneur.
This is because you will always keep improving
yourself and your ideas.
Teamwork
The reflection sessions we had with the team
weren’t always very structured and therefore
they were very exhausting for me. I work best
when I work efficient and structured, because I can
arrange my mind the best that way. I realized that
this way of meeting wasn’t a struggle for everyone
in the team and that in some cases I should adapt
to the team because others shine more during
less structured meetings. Also I learned that if it
really bothers me, I have to say something about
it because only then I will be able to change it.
Looking back the best way to achieve this, would
have been to take the lead in the group. In the
future I will be faster to detect this problem and
take action.
The elective.
During the elective we learned several business
strategies, or strategies that help you to figure out
whether you business idea is worth it to work out.
We also learned strategies in how we could best
communicate our business ideas. Unfortunately
I missed a little bit an overview on when to use
what strategy, mainly with the business strategies.

I’m afraid that when I will need some of these
strategies in the future, in some cases I won’t
be able to apply certain strategies due to the
unclearness of the application of that strategy.
I think that if we would have practiced more
concrete with these different strategies and if it
would have been more clear what was expected
from these strategies using feedback sessions, I
would have learned more from it.
My attitude
During this elective I realized that I can be very
reserved in my way of approaching possible
business opportunities. This is something that
happens to me when I feel insecure about the
situation. I realized that the field of business is so
extensive and that there is so much to learn that
I felt a bit overwhelmed. By knowing this I can do
something about my attitude in the future projects.
I should develop a more secure and maybe even
bold attitude when communicating my business
ideas. That way I will have much more success.
Future
One important thing that I came to thing during the
elective was that there are enormous risks around
making a product. There are all kind of regulations
to keep in mind when making a product for the use
market and there are also a lot of costs connected
to the regulations, creating molds and other parts
of product making. This is an aspect that I really
underestimated at first. It was very eye opening for
me to see how much work it is to have your own
company. It made me rethink whether this is really
something that I would want for my future. All
the risks, obligations and responsibilities that are
involved strike me to be very overwhelming.
However when being an entrepreneur you are able
to totally do your thing and bring forward your
vision. The people I look up to are people who
found a way to be unique and valuable to the word.
I admire those people and I whish one day I could
be one of them. Being an entrepreneur makes it
more possible to really do your thing.
I still feel slightly unready to start my own
business now I really see what and how much
work comes to it. On the other hand it would also
be a great challenge. After gaining some more life
experience I will probably take the risk.
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